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“What gets measured
matters”

“Not everything that can
be counted counts”



The ROI for calculating ROI

Justifying budget

Gaining support from stakeholders

Adjusting to changing needs & priorities

Identifying service gaps

Identifying opportunities for higher value
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HOW data vsWHY data

Operational data
Managing the info center

Outcome data
Demonstrating the info center’s value
Add stories to highlight ROI examples
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Embracing ROI
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Low-hanging fruit

Cost of material vs circulation
20% of cost * # of circulation = value
Journal routing saves $ vs article purchases

ILL = access to otherwise inaccessible info (or
$40 article fee)
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Studies have shown…

Increased ejournal budget = larger increase in #
of downloads

$1 in increased library budget = $4 in increased
benefits

See other resources at sla.org/learn/research
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Show impact on revenue

% of awarded patents supported by library
research

# of regulatory approvals supported

# of strategic initiatives supported

Key sales goals met

Solicit testimonials of impact!
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Show impact on organization

Suppor ng employee development → improved
employee retention

Effective outreach to stakeholders, resulting in
{an action on stakeholder’s part}
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Show impact on org’s staff

Look at information flows, pain points
Time spent searching (not finding)
Duplication of effort w/in team
Underutilization of resources
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What’s an hour worth?
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The true cost of your time

$100K annual salary * 1.3 = $130K fully-loaded

52 weeks – 4 weeks = 1920 work hours/year

Full salary / total work hours = full hourly rate

$100K salary = $68/hour

$150/K salary = $102/hour
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Outsell says…

Outsell found a library interaction saved a user 9
hours

So… every library interaction saves $918

What are your library’s savings?
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The minutes add up

Time NOT spent Googling
15 minutes twice a day = $12,240/year

Time saved with custom UI
15 minutes once a day = $6,120/year

Time saved with team’s shared news dashboard
1 hour/week/person = $29K savings a year for 6-
member team
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Create ROI!
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Watch for ROI opportunities

Start program to help students find internships,
learn job-hunting skills, interview skills

Bring grant funding workshops to staff

Bring Campaign 101 workshops to local
candidates
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Use the tools

Install library/search widgets at pain points

Embed content, if not librarians

Promote vendors’ mobile apps

Provide curated daily news
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Build strategic library usage

Look for underutilized resources
Promote in newsletter, web, fliers, social media,
training, etc.

F2F interactions have impact!
Onsite awareness-raising events
Weekly drop-by sessions
Staff “ambassador” program
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Leverage the fee-based services

Look for ways to raise value
Simple data-mining, data viz
Newsletter-style info package

Improve searchers’ UI = improve strategic
searching
One-time effort to customize
Ongoing savings and increased value
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Leverage the fee-based services

Remind users of library resources they can’t
access themselves

Raise users’ DISsatisfaction with their search
results
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Talk about risk reduction

“Sharing economy” = low awareness of
copyright

Strong licensing = risk reduction

Right To Be Forgotten = more gaps in web news
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Bonus tips:

Ask colleagues in your organization how they
measure ROI

Talk about improved outcomes
Solicit stories, follow up after big projects

Be known as the group who always says “yes”
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See how exhibitors talk about value

1Science: “Helping libraries accelerate the
transition to open access”

Backstage Library Works: “Streamlining
workflows for satisfied clients”

Elsevier: “Advancing healthcare for the benefit
of humanity”

Springer: “Helping the research community to
improve outcomes”
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springernature.com/truecostROI
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is.gd/DOT_ROI
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